
Want to become even more sustainbility-savvy? 
Definitions can be helpful but they can also be contested. In this document, we decode some of the most common vo-
cabulary of sustainability at McGill. Since these interpretations only scratch the surface of potential meanings, we also 
include a few useful references for those interested in digging a little deeper.  

Applied Student Research – ASR gives students the opportunity to learn by trying their hand at solving real-world prob-
lems rather than theoretical scenarios. Through this process student learning interacts directly with research and opera-
tions at McGill, and the benefits of student efforts are experienced by the broader community on campus and beyond.

For more on ASR at McGill, click here.

Eco-Justice – Here the ‘eco’ stands for ecology, and the concept of justice expands to include not only people but also all 
other creatures and natural systems. In these diverse human and other-than-human communities, all members partici-
pate in obtaining sustenance from nature and maintain the right to thrive on the planet together into the future. 

For more information, explore Gibson (2004) Eco-justice: The Unfinished Journey.

Economic sustainability – This term refers to the process of ensuring the wellbeing of present and future generations 
through responsible and just economic activity. 

To learn more about economic sustainability and the related concept of intergenerational equity, check out Sen & Anand 
(2000) Human Development and Economic Sustainability.

Environmental sustainability – This term refers to the process of ensuring the long-term maintenance of healthy ecosys-
tems within the limits of a finite planet.

For an overview of environmental sustainability, take a look at Goodland (1995) The Concept of Environmental Sustain-
ability, and the United Nations (2010) Thematic Paper on Millennium Development Goal 7: Environmental Sustainability.

Equity – Equity is an ethical concept that represents fairness, rather than equality or sameness.  An equitable community 
is one in which barriers to or disparities in the distribution of opportunities and services are acknowledged and actively 
addressed.   

Learn more about McGill’s efforts to foster equity by participating in Social Equity and Diversity Education’s excellent 
Safer Spaces workshops.

Interdisciplinary – This term refers to research and other academic projects that involve collaboration among individu-
als working in different disciplines – for example from sociology and biology, or economics and environmental studies. 
Because recognizing the interconnectedness of natural and socio-economic systems is fundamental to understanding 
sustainability, it makes sense that the most innovative sustainability work bridges boundaries between subjects.

For more on McGill’s efforts to step up interdisciplinary research, click here.
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Lifecycle Costing – Lifecycle costing refers to the practice of incorporating into the costing process all impacts of an 
activity or a product from the beginning of production through to consumption and finally disposal (from “cradle-to-
grave”). Lifecycle design takes this costing into consideration during the initial design process to minimize negative 
impacts all the way down the line. This may involve a “cradle-to-cradle” approach to design and production, which 
accounts for end-of-life products not as waste but as valuable material for new products or processes (kind of like an 
ecosystem).

Check out how the European Union incorporates lifecycle costing into its operations. Closer to home, take a look at how 
BC Hydro explains lifecycle costing.

Living Lab – A way of conceptualizing and running a university as a place that encourages experimentation, adaptation, 
and knowledge-sharing among students, staff, and faculty. In a living lab, theory and practice are intertwined, teaching 
adapts and responds to changing conditions, and practical problems kick-start learning and leadership.  

To learn more, check out: Bergvall-Kareborn, Hoist & Stahlbrost (2009) Concept Design with a Living Lab Approach. To 
understand McGill’s own evolution as a living lab, search for ‘From Footprints to Action: McGill Living Laboratory Project’ 
in eScholarship@McGill.

Social Justice – Social justice involves celebrating and fostering diversity and equity while simultaneously working to 
eliminate marginalization and oppression. At a university like McGill, social justice needs to be considered in the demo-
graphics of the university’s students, staff, and faculty (though seeing diversity among the student population is not 
necessarily an indicator that social justice has fully been achieved!); in all programming and communications; in the 
physical space of the campus; and in the role the university plays in the larger community. 

Visit Social Equity and Diversity Education to learn more.

Social Sustainability - This term refers to the long term equitable distribution of opportunities and access to services that 
facilitate wellbeing and prosperity for everyone involved.

Get a more in-depth view of social sustainability in Vallance, Perkins, & Dixon (2011) ‘What is Social Sustainability?’ A 
Clarification of Concepts.

Triple Bottom Line – Triple bottom line decision making considers the social, economic, and environmental implications 
of a given activity. For instance, if a company sells chemicals whose production pollutes a local river that the community 
depends on for food, drinking water, leisure, or spiritual practices, the costs of cleaning up the river and compensating 
the local community for their losses (if possible) must factor into the company’s decision-making and accounting. As 
such the profit of making the chemical may be outweighed by the enormous ecological and social costs of production.

We referred to the 2009 Economist article Triple Bottom Line for our definition. For more on how to understand and 
track triple bottom lines, take a look at Slapper & Hall (2011) The Triple Bottom Line: What Is It and How Does It Work?

Universal Design for Learning – Not everyone learns well in a traditional lecture hall. And if that lecture hall is up a steep 
flight of stairs or in an unsafe area of campus, some people may not even be able to get to it. Universal Design for Learn-
ing is a framework that allows a greater diversity of people to access learning, and ensures that curriculum, instruction 
and assessment serve students with different needs while maintaining academic rigour. 

Visit the McGill Office for Students with Disabilities to learn more.
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